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Developing a Personal Education Plan 

By Anna Zeck    August2015    ratchetandwrench.com 

How to create a plan to ensure that shop owners receive training 
 

Rick Johnson has heard every excuse in the book. I don’t have enough time. There aren’t 

enough hours in the day. I can’t leave the shop unattended. You don’t understand what’s go-
ing on in my shop. “I’m sorry, but there’s 24 hours a day. We all have the same amount 

of time. It’s just what you decide to do with your time,” he says. “If you can’t take the time to 
work on your business, you’re never going to get anywhere. You’re not going to change your 

outcome.” 
 
As a business coach with Automotive Training Institute 

(ATI) and a former shop owner, Johnson knows all too 
well the various reasons why shop owners don’t take 

the time to improve their own industry education. And 
while those reasons may be valid, the market is chang-

ing rapidly and competition will only increase. 
 

When it comes to education, techs aren’t the only ones 
who need to be considered. Taking the time to map 

out an annual personal education plan—considering the 
needs of the business and goals for growth—will help 

shop owners ensure they not only stay open, but thrive in the coming years. 
 

Johnson and Jerry Holcom, president of S&S Service Center in Kansas City, Mo., discuss the 
steps for creating your own personal education plan. 
 

1. DETERMINE THE NEEDS OF THE BUSINESS. Holcom says the very first thing he does 
when it comes to mapping out his training is to identify his strong and weak points in the busi-

ness. “When I’m doing that, what I’ve got to remember is that I wear a lot of hats,” he says. 
“I’ve got to determine where I’m doing well with marketing, people management, technolo-

gy, IT, equipment, KPI numbers, regulatory concerns.” After surveying all of those areas, he 
focuses most of his training needs on the areas of weakness that he can build back up. 

 
Johnson also recommends creating a “roadmap” that analyzes a shop’s profitability, staffing, 

hiring and growth, and then determines growth goals for the next few years in each of those 
areas. He says it’s an easy way to critically examine how 

the business stacks up today and the steps that will need 
to be taken in order to achieve the desired growth. Hol-

com says that before taking the training, it’s vital to con-
sider how important the training is to you. Otherwise, it 

could just become a waste of time, money and resources. 
“You have to determine how important it is to you,” he 
says. “If you’re not motivated or you have no intention 

of implementing what you learn, then it’s obviously not a 
big enough item of importance to you. All that train-

ing helped me become a better manager. Because I was 
your typical tech that became a shop owner, manage-

ment training is very important to help teach me how to be-
come a manager, rather than a technician.” Continued on the next page 
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Continued on page 5 

Developing a Personal Education Plan continued 

2. DETERMINE THE BEST METHOD OF TRAINING. Thanks to technology, Holcom says 
there is an abundance of different kinds of training available, which can suit different 

needs. Once he knows the area of training he needs, Holcom says he tries to determine the 
best method for that training. That could be reading an article, watching a webinar or attend-

ing in-person training. “If I want to learn about new software or piece of equipment, I 
might watch a webinar,” he says. “If it’s more technical, I will probably attend in-person train-

ing.” 
 

Holcom says to consider how much training is need-
ed in the area of focus, the value of attending train-

ing in-person and how you would best learn about 
the topic. Holcom says he prefers in-person train-

ing, when possible, due to the networking opportu-
nities it provides with other shop owners 

and industry peers. “Many of my best ideas come 
from talking with other people at conferences, at 

VISION or during breaks,” he says. 
 
If you need help staying motivated or accountable 

for your goals, Holcom says that hiring a business coach or attending a 20 Group might be 
the best route to get the most out of your management education and staying on track. 

“Before, I had been in this little zone where we were in our shop all day long and didn’t know 
what was happening in the rest of the world,” he says. “We started meeting and talking and 

sharing ideas as peers and it was unbelievable.” 
 

“One of the things I hear all the time is, ‘That won’t work in a small town,’ or, ‘you don’t un-
derstand what’s going on in the culture here.’ That’s all a bunch of silliness. It’s all the same 

all over the place,” Johnson says. “Working with a coach on a weekly basis to re-engineer 
their business, that can help start the change. Getting away from your preconceived world 

of what it is to own a business and being around 40 or 50 other shop owners and finding out 
other people have the same problems and here’s a solution that can be very powerful.” 

 
3. SET ASIDE THE TIME. Johnson concedes that this might be the most difficult step for 

some shop owners, but he says to start small. “Baby 

steps are a good way of saying it,” he says. 
“You’re not going to change your business in one 

day.  
 

When it comes to the time thing, that is a big deal.” 
Johnson says that when he was a shop owner, he began 

the process of setting aside time for training 
by devoting the first hour after lunch to working on his 

business, twice a week. He says he was extremely dili-
gent and made it a priority, even telling the staff not to 

bother him under any condition. “I had a separate of-
fice, closed the door and told everyone to leave 

me alone,” he says. “When I survived that first hour and I opened the door and the place had-
n’t burnt down, I thought, ‘That wasn’t so bad.’”  
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He recommends taking an hour and reading your profit and loss statement, looking at product 
ion numbers, watching a webinar or reading trade magazines. “I just worked up from there,” 

he says. “I gradually worked up to all day Thursday, then a week. Once I started all those ba-
by steps, there started being some pretty nice rewards.” If it’s too difficult to leave the busi-

ness unattended, shop owners 
can participate in training on the 

weekends, at night or on their own 
time. 

 
Another option that’s often over-

looked is online classes or tak-
ing individual classes from local 

schools in the shop’s area. There are 
many business courses offered at 

any community college and it can be 
a great way to gain more knowledge 

in a more convenient setting, rather 
than flying out to training in another state. Holcom agrees that it’s all about setting aside the 
time—and making it an important priority in the business. Above all, the best way he 

finds time to train himself is by making sure that his staff is properly trained, too, and under-
stand their roles. “What allows me to get out of the shop and take care of the training is by 

having previously trained all of my people so they can do the job,” he says. “The shop runs 
pretty flawlessly without me.” 

 
Rather than budget dollars for his own management training, he holds himself to the same 

training requirements (12 hours per quarter) that he requires of his staff. He also says that he 
usually travels roughly once each month for training, so he has naturally added that into the 

training budget over the years. 
 

Johnson says that it’s important to start taking the steps to staffing your shop properly, with 
clearly defined roles, so that as the owner, you are not also acting as the service writer or 

a technician. Doing so will allow you to spend more time attending training and working on the 
bigger picture items in the business, rather than simply managing the day-to-day. 
 

4. TRACK THE RESULTS. Holcom also makes an effort to track the results of his training to 
determine if it actually helped. “If I’m having a problem with my computer network, if I can fi 

x it and it’s working like it should, I’d say that’s a success,” he says. “If I add a capability that 
helps us do something better in the shop, then that was worth it to me.” 

 
If the training didn’t provide the help needed, consider a different avenue or determine anoth-

er way to receive the training needed. Johnson recommends making a list as soon as you get 
back of the most important items learned during the training and keeping it nearby so 

it’s always top of mind. He says it can be helpful to share that information with a manager, 
business coach or partner so that someone else can hold you accountable to actually imple-

menting the changes. He also notes that it’s important to remember that change doesn’t hap-
pen overnight. 

 
“I use this in my coaching every day: How do you eat an elephant? ” he says. “One bite at a 

time. Our business is a great big elephant. You’re not going to change it all in one day.” 

Developing a Personal Education Plan continued 
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Cooper & Casanova’s          Tech Tip: HIGH 

In today’s world, your customers have 24/7 access to the web. Whether it be on their 

home computer, work computer or their smartphone, no matter where they are they 

can be online within moments. This is just one of the many reasons today’s consumers 

are turning to the web for answers, and more and more shops are receiving requests for quotes 

over the web. This simple three-step guide has been developed to help you better handle those web leads in 

the most professional way, and turn them into customers at the same time. 

 

1. Know your goal. In all cases your goal should be to get the web lead on the phone with your adviser. There 

is a rule we share in all of our sales training, and it simply states that people buy from people they like, trust 

and view as a credible expert. Starting with the “like” requirement, when someone first reaches out to you over 

the web they are attempting to communicate with your shop. The really good advisers know they need to con-

vert that “website visitor – shop” relationship into a “customer Mike – service adviser Bob” relationship. Peo-

ple do business with people, not with companies, so in all cases the first thing that web lead 

needs to be sold on is your service adviser to the point where they like your adviser, trust 

your adviser and view your adviser as a credible expert. 

 

2. Respond quickly. How quickly you are able to reply is going to play a huge role in your 

success. When someone is reaching out to you for a quote, or any other question about 

their vehicle, there is a high probability that they are reaching out to other facilities as well. 

This doesn’t mean the first shop that replies will get the job, but they will certainly have the first opportunity to 

get the sale. If another shop responds first and handles the customer well, by the time you reply that potential 

customer may have already made a decision. Your web leads are expecting a quick and professional reply, so if 

you want the web lead to like you, it starts with a fast response. 

 

3. Have a strategy in place. First of all, bear in mind that the majority of the people requesting a price are not 

the price shoppers most advisers believe them to be. Just like with a first-time caller that asks how much, your 

web leads don’t know the questions they should be asking: questions about how long you have been in busi-

ness, whether you employ certified technicians, etc. So never prejudge the person that sends a web request ask-

ing for price. In all cases, call them if they provide a phone number. If they do not provide a number, as soon 

as you receive the request you should reply by thanking them for reaching out to you. You’ll need to introduce 

yourself in your reply, and you’ll need to let them know your position with the company. In your email you’ll 

also need to ask a few questions to start the flow of communication we are looking for. Beyond asking year, 

make and model, you can ask when was the last time they (had the brakes serviced if they’re requesting a 

quote on brakes, had maintenance performed if they’re requesting a price on maintenance, etc.), the approxi-

mate mileage on the vehicle, and why they suspect they need (brakes, maintenance, etc.). If you pose the right 

questions, and get the communication and a relationship started, your next response should be to let them 

know you have some additional questions, and ask if there is a phone number you can reach them at. In es-

sence, you are asking them to take a call, which should always be your goal with a web lead. 

 

In summary, with web leads you need to have a goal of getting them on the phone, 

you’ll need to reply to each request quickly, and you will need to have a strategy in place 

that sells them on your advisor and your shop. If you follow 

this simple procedure, and never put money ahead of people, 

you have my promise – you’ll bring in more of those web leads 

that will help you build your business. 

An Auto Shop’s Guide to Handling Web Leads 
 

By Bob Cooper     eliteworldwide.com     September  2015 

Until Next Time,  

Cooper & Casanova  
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That’s hard to remember when your service advisor is being berated by an angry customer complain-
ing about price or refusing to pay for a service you provided. But it’s not really anger, it’s fear. Fear 
that their car is damaged. Fear that they won’t be able to get to work, or the store, or home, or to pick 
up their kids from school. Fear that the repair will put a strain on their wallet. Fear that you will take 
advantage of their position and they won’t be able to do anything about it. 
Unfortunately, their fear is too often justified. It’s often the case that one too many shady shops 
gouged prices, recommended extra repairs, or didn’t stand behind their warranty in the past. And if 
that customer hasn’t been burned before, they probably have heard of someone who has. In these 
cases, fear is standing between you and a long-term relationship with this customer. You need to 
change their minds, show them that you’re different and overcome 
that fear to build trust. In essence, you need to take care of them. 
 
You Need a Trained Team 
I’ve preached about overcoming this fear with the shop owners I 
coach. The best way to grow your shop, hold employees accountable, 
and build long-term relationships with quality customers is through 
training. 
 
There’s a difference between being a professional and just doing the job. The new tech you hired 
probably already has the technical know-how and certifications to do the work you give him. But, if 
you don’t take the time to train him on your systems and procedures, he’ll only be able to do the job 
the way he knows how. The same is true for your service advisors. If you put them behind the counter 
to answer the phones and talk with customers without training them, how do you know they will build 
relationships and properly address the fear that every new customer has when they come into an un-
familiar auto shop? 
 
Overcoming customer fear takes more than a catchy marketing message. It takes quality repairs and 
consistent, reliable service. It also takes trust, and trust takes time. 
 

Building Trust 
Every interaction with a customer should help develop trust and over-
come their fear — this is true from the first phone call to the follow-up 
after their visit. Your shop needs to be a welcoming place. This includes 
ensuring the waiting room is clean, the shop smells good, and that cus-
tomers are greeted at the front counter. It all comes back to the principle 
of image. Communication is so much more than words you exchange. 
It’s about the nonverbal cues, the brand you’ve built, and the image of 
whom you are as a shop. Make eye contact. Even if you are on the 

phone or with another customer, don’t leave a walk-in standing uncomfortably in line. A simple glance 
and smile relieves the initial pressure and, without saying a word, conveys that you see them and will 
take care of them.  
 

 

By David Rogers     shopownermag.com    October 15, 2015 

Taking the Fear out of the Customer Experience  

Continued on the next page 

When a new customer comes into your shop, they already feel betrayed by the family vehicle 
that they rely on every day, the part that broke down on the road, and by the other shops that 

may have taken advantage of them in the past. 
 

And because they feel betrayed, they act out of fear. 
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When you’re having a conversation with a customer — whether you’re checking them in or explaining 
the results of an inspection — listening is just as important as the words that you say. But, listening 
and hearing are two different things. It requires proactive effort to listen, be 100% with the customer, 
and not be distracted by other thoughts or tasks. The customer ALWAYS feels the difference when 
you truly listen to them. 

 
You’ve heard the mantra, “The customer is always right.” In my experi-
ence, that is wrong; the customer isn’t always right. But, the sentiment 
behind this expression is valuable, nonetheless. Instead, make your 
mantra, “The customer deserves my full respect.” Every time you inter-
act with a customer, give them an opportunity to be heard. Let them talk, 
ask questions, and validate their concerns until they are finished ex-
plaining everything. Listening is an opportunity to earn their trust. 
 

Educate, Never Sell 
It’s important not to make assumptions. It is easy to assume that most drivers know they need an oil 
change, understand basic service, and look at the maintenance schedule in their manuals. But, when 
you are advising a new customer about a service they need, assume they don’t know anything about 
it. I don’t mean that you should talk down to them, condescend, or patronize the customer by treating 
them like an uneducated car owner. But, you should always explain the service in a way they can un-
derstand. 
 
Take brake repairs, for instance. Instead of saying, “You need new calipers, which cost $X,” help the 
uninformed customer understand what that part does, why it’s important, and why it needs replace-
ment. Think about the bicycle you rode as a kid. The simple brake system on that is easy to visualize 
and understand, and chances are very good your customer rode a similar bike at some point. So, 
compare the calipers with the “pinchy thing” that grabs your bike tire to stop it. Without using a tech-
nical term, you can help automotive novices understand exactly what you’re talking about. Tell a story 
and use visuals whenever possible. 
 
But, don’t force your customer to ask a question. Your description should 
be detailed enough that you answer 90% of their potential concerns in 
the explanation. However, you can never assume that a customer under-
stands you, so offer your expertise before they have to ask by saying, “Is 
there anything else you’d like to know?” This one line can go a long way 
to show you are willing to spend time with them, answer all of their ques-
tions, and build trust. 
 
Trust Takes Time 
Fear can cause even the most valuable customers to become upset or 
angry, and it’s easy to respond equally as defensive. Don’t do it! After all, 
you didn’t buy, build or break the car. When a customer is upset, don’t 
take it personally. This is another opportunity to teach the customer and 
build trust. Trust takes time. It won’t happen in one phone call or even 
one visit. But, when your team is trained to educate, ease customer 
fears, and represent your shop in a consistent and professional manner, 
you’ll build that trust. The customer can learn what to expect. 
 
You’re not only teaching them about a service, you’re teaching them that you are a trustworthy re-
source. You’re teaching them you truly care. You’re teaching them they have nothing to fear. 

 

Taking the Fear out of the Customer Experience   continued 

“Step to the other side of 

the counter and empa-
thize with your customer. 
You know what they are 
struggling with: You’ve 

been there, you’ve seen 
it before, and you know 

the solution.“  
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Disclaimers:  The Automotive Service Councils of California (ASCCA), their officers, board members, employees, members and affiliates in no way 
warrant the quality, competency, or merchantability of any goods or services advertised in this publication. In connection with this disclaimer, ASCCA in 
no way warrant or insure the goods or services described above and each and every individual contracting with these manufacturers shall do so at their 
own risk. Furthermore, individuals utilizing these services are forewarned that ASCCA have conducted no investigation into any representations made 
in any advertising, literature, or ad distributed by the advertisers in this or any other publication.  Additionally, please be advised that the opinions and 
comments expressed by the contributors to this entire periodical are those of the contributors alone and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the 

ASCCA, its officers, directors, employees, or members. All Logos, Copyrights, Photos,  are the sole ownership of the said company and all Rights are 
reserved.   This statement applies to this entire publication.  

 

 A loving tribute to Chuck’s memory 
as a great man, friend & leader of ASCCA and the community. 

 

 Provides scholarship funds for industry training & educational          
programs for a deserving student! 

 

 Unique SEO enhancements for your shop on the Cars 4 Careers (C4C) 
website—scheduled to launch later this year. 

 

 Added value to your customers—You make 
it easy for them to donate their old or unwanted 
vehicles to a cause they feel good about & re-
ceive a tax write off! 

 

 

25% of the proceeds will go directly to ASCEF for administration and towards ASCEF Scholarships.  

Glenn Davis \ So. Cal ASCEF 
 

Be sure to let Glenn know your  
donation is for the Chuck Overbey, 

Chapter 48 Scholarship Fund.  
Phone: 909-946-2282 

Fax: 909-946-4172 
gdaent@dslextreme.com 

Jack Crawley 
Chapter 48 Contact 

Phone: 714-526-3303  ■   Jack@fiskauto.com 

ASCCA 

Benefits 

   Chapter 48 in Alliance with ASCCA’s Educational Foundation 

Chuck Overbey Scholarship Fund 

It’s Easy!  

© 

Looking for an insurance agent you can trust? 
One who can give you the best rates with a company that  

provides the coverage you need? Look no further, 
You’ve found him! 

(949) 487-9661 Call Mike Rey today! 

Ask about the Farmers Automotive Service Industry Program. 

Is there a non-ASCCA 
shop near your shop?  

Visit them &  
Invite them to 

our next   
meeting. 

YOUR meal & 
theirs will be 

FREE for a 1st 
time visitors, and the info 

from our speakers &        
camaraderie from fellow 

members will be priceless! 
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Phone: (714) 970-2525      FAX: (714) 970-1644 
Address: 4730 E. Wesley Drive, Anaheim, CA 92807 

www.AmbassadorAutoService.com 

 

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1971 
COMPLETE AUTO & TRUCK SERVICE & REPAIR 

FLEET ACCOUNTS WELCOME 

 Serving North Orange County Since 1973 

820 West Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, CA 92832 

Jack Crawley 

(714) 526-3303 

Jack@FiskAuto.com 

Book your appointment on line at www.FiskAuto.com 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Contact Us For  
the NEW  

ASCCA Approved  
Insurance Program 

FREDERICK BLUM  
INSURANCE SERVICES 

Auto - Fire - Life - Commercial 

$$ SAVE $$ 
With an  

ASCCA Member 

SHERMAN OAKS  
14930 Ventura Blvd.; Suite 330 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

(818) 783-7838 

EL MONTE  
9550 Flair Dr. #309 
El Monte, CA 91731 

(626) 401-1300 

FRED BLUM        RAY LAGHARI       STEVE KOPSTEIN 

Garage Insurance Specialists 
For Over 30 Years 

REPAIR GARAGES 
BODY SHOPS 
TOW TRUCKS 

TRANSMISSION SHOPS 

SERVICE STATIONS 
PARTS STORES 
TUNE-UP SHOPS 
RADIATOR SHOPS 

Featuring ALLIED INSURANCE CO. Products 

a NATIONWIDE Co. 

 

 

 

214 South Bradford Ave. 
Placentia, CA 92870 

(714) 528-1311 

Lee Castner 
 

Ron Castner 

A1-TRANSMISSION 

SERVICE & SUPPLY 

(714) 523-1132  

Ken Brown 
6940 Stanton Avenue 
Buena Park, CA 90621 

www.thegrid.net/a1transmission/frames.htm 

 

 

Serving North Orange County Since 1973 

820 West Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, CA 92832 

Jack Crawley 

(714) 526-3303 

Jack@FiskAuto.com 

Book your appointment on line at www.FiskAuto.com 

A1-TRANSMISSION 

SERVICE & SUPPLY 

(714) 523-1132  

Ken Brown 
6940 Stanton Avenue 
Buena Park, CA 90621 

www.thegrid.net/a1transmission/frames.htm 

 

LEGISLATIVE ALERT—A CALL TO ACTION! 

WE NEED YOUR HELP! When there is an im-
portant legislative bill, calls made to our Assembly 
members and Senators or a faxed letter is needed fast!  
We will help you with guidance & easy tools, so we are 
ready when things heat up on the legislative Stage. 
Hours and Days can change your business & cost you 
money or unnecessary liabilities for years unless we 
are ready to act fast! It only takes minutes to have your 
voice be heard! 
 

Sign-up for HOT A-List, Say, “I CARE” and “I will 

Help if I am able!” A very small commitment on time.  
Your Role is CRITICAL for Your Business & the In-
dustry! 
 

Sign-up TODAY! TAKE ACTION NOW! 

Write to Craig at cjauto@verizon.net, or den-
ise@breaautobody.com, or give us a call at 714-
393-3836. 

 

http://www.ambassadorautoservice.com
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ASCCA CODE OF ETHICS 

1. To promote good will between the  
motorist and the automotive industry. 

2. To have a sense of personal obligation to each  individual 
customer. 

3. To perform high quality service at a fair  
and just price. 

4. To employ the best skilled personnel obtainable. 
5. To use only proven maintenance of high quality distributed 

by reputable firms. 
6. To itemize all parts and adjustments in the price charged 

for services rendered. 
7. To retain all parts replaced for customer inspection, if so 

requested. 
8. To uphold the high standards of our  

profession and  always seek to correct any and all abuses 
within the automotive industry. 

9. To uphold the integrity of all members. 
10.To refrain from advertisement which is false or  misleading 

or likely to confuse or deceive the customer.  

Use of ASCCA Sign, Code of Ethics, Logo 
For use on invoices, customer forms, etc. 

Communications  
Independent Newsletter, fax broadcasts, special news 

alerts, member benefits fliers, and websites. 

Education Programs 
Government Affairs 

Vocational/Technical Training 
Political Representation  

Beneficial because it can affect YOUR bottom line. 

Chapter 48 
Board of Directors 2014 

 
President, Denise Piña…..……………….(714) 990-1500 
e-mail ........................…………...info@breaautobody.com 
 
Vice President,  
Rocky Khamenian ………………………...(949) 642-1410 
e-mail ................................................. 4ascca@gmail.com 
 
Treasurer, Cyndy Crawley ……….......... (909) 597-4516 
e-mail .............................................ccrawley@cccold.com 
 
Secretary, Luis Gonzalez………..………(562) 947-2919 
e-mail ....................... luis@centercities.com 
 
Chapter State Representative,  
Rocky Khamenian ..................................(949) 642-1410 
e-mail ............................................... 4ascca@gmail.com 
 
Dan Guy ................................................. (714) 970-8774 
e-mail ............................................... ylas@sbcglobal.net 
 
Director, Jack Crawley ......................... (714) 526-3303 
e-mail .................................................jack@fiskauto.com 
 
Director, Ken Fox ..................................(714) 525-3239 
e-mail .................................................foxservice@att.net 
 
Immediate Past President,  
Barron Boyd ..........................................(714) 863-2299 
e-mail .................................... barronboyd@hotmail.com 

 
Newsletter, Marcelle Gerard…..………(714) 588-7238  
email………………………...…..marcelle@ascca48.com 

ASCCA State Contacts  
 
State Office in Sacramento ................ (800) 810-4272 
State President: Steve Vanlandingham 619.596.0011 
  e-mail: vansautomotive@hotmail.com 
ASCCA Communications: 
TEAMtalk .................................. TeamTalk@ascca.com 
ASCCA website ....................................www.ascca.com 

 

Join us at our next  

Dinner Meeting 

Held on the 3rd Wednesday of every Month 
at  

Embassy Suites in Brea 
 
Our meetings offer great speakers, camara-
derie, valuable information, and the latest 

news on what’s happening in the automotive 
repair industry. You also get to network with 

other shop owners and exchange ideas, 
tips, techniques and short cuts! 

 
Check the calendar for upcoming meetings! 

mailto:info@breaautobody.com
mailto:4ascca@gmail.com
mailto:4ascca@gmail.com
mailto:ylas@sbcglobal.net
mailto:foxservice@aol.com
mailto:barronboyd@hotmail.com
mailto:TeamTalk@ascca.com
http://www.ascca.com
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Chapter 48 Members 
 

A-1 Transmission Service (R), Ken Brown, 714.523.1132 

Alexis Oil Company (BR), Barron Boyd,  714.863.2299 
                                       

Ambassador Automotive (R), Dan Nelson, 714.970.2525 

Automax Service Center  (BR), Brian Bennett, 714.669.8000 

Bedard Automotive, Inc. (R), Chuck Bedard, 714.528.1380 

Bimmer & Benz Specialists (R), Rocky Khamenian, 949.642.1410 

Brea Auto Body, Inc. (R), Denise Piña, 714.990.1500 

BG Products, (BR), Eric VanStratten, 714-863-2110 

California Auto Refrigeration (A), Nancy Krancz, 714.997.2800 

California Career Schools (A), Chuck Emanuele, 714.635.6585 

Castner’s Auto Service (L), Ron Castner, 714.528-1311 

Center Cities Automotive (R), Luis Gonzalez, 562.947.2919 

D & S Auto Air (R), Steve Plummer, 949.645.7802 

Diesel Tune (R), Mike Calandra, 562.929.6554 

Digital Financial Group DFG (BR),  

Exclusive Truck & Auto (R), Craig Haller, 714.524.7061 

Fisk Automotive (L), Jack Crawley, 714.526.3303 

Foothill Auto Service (R), Glenn Larsen, 949.770.5956 

Fox Service Center (L), Ken Fox, 714.525.3239 

Fred Blum Insurance Svcs. (BR), Fred Blum, 818.783.7818 

Frank’s X-Ray Garage (R), Frank Grigsby, 562.691.4717 

Fullerton College Automotive (E), John Farley, 714.992-7119 

Good Guys Automotive (R), Pete Guy, 714.974.4897 

High Point Distributing (BR), Tim Huddleston, Cell: 818.674.0930 

 

Key: R = Regular Member • A = Associate Member • BR = Branch Member 
• L = Life Member • E = Education Member 

 

High Point Distributing (BR), Tim Huddleston, Cell: 818.674.0930 

Import Auto Clinic (R), Andy Van Ginkel, 714.632.0100 

iATN (A), Scott Brown, (714) 257-1335 

Jaspers Auto Service (R), Pete Ferreira, 562.865.1761 

Jax Auto (R), Jack Tafreshi, 714.529.2886 

Karco Specialties (R), Dick Kartozian, 714.532.6893 

Leo & Sons Garage (R), Joe Henderson, 562.867.2387 

Mark Christopher Auto Center (BR), Steve Johnson, 909.390.2924 

Mike Rey Insurance (A), Mike Rey, 949.487.9661 

Mike’s Foreign Car, Inc. (R), 714.630.7113 

Miller’s Automotive (R), Wendy Carter, 714.526.6629 

Mussche, Don (L), 714.328.0710 

Newman, Pat & Ira (L), 951.657-1091 

Okimoto’s Automotive, Inc. (R), Roy Okimoto, Jr., 562.926-7317 

One Stop Parts Source, Anaheim (BR), Brian Rodriguez, 714.932.2922 

Overbey’s, June Overbey, (L), 562.694.4294 

Placentia Super Service (R), Buddy Dubois, 714.528.1828 

Ray-A-Motive (R), Ray Dunton, 562.866.2169 

Rio Hondo College, CTE Automotive (E), Carl Anderson, 562.463.7001 

Rusty’s Automotive (R), Rusty Okimoto, 562.916.7660 

Savi Ranch Automotive (R), Josh Reimer, 714) 282-7498 

Titan Automotive (R), Mike Fry, 714.997.2311 

Yorba Linda Auto Service (R), Dan Guy, 714.970.8774 

Young’s Automotive (R), Paul Young, 951.587.7457 
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Invite a prospective new Member to an upcoming Dinner Meeting 

Your dinner (and theirs) is free! 

Do you know someone who would benefit from being a part of Chapter 48? 


